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Human Language Technologies

Translation & localisation technologies

Conversational interaction technologies

Multilingual cognition technologies



SEARCH, ANALYSE

SPEAK

TRANSLATE
UNDERSTAND

…IN THE DIGITAL WORLD

=

LANGUAGE 

INTELLIGENCE



What do HLT and HR have in common?

The ‘H’

They are both human centric!





“HR is the prime candidate for

adoption of NLP-based technologies

due to its people-centric and

communication-based nature. As AI

solutions continue evolving, NLP will

become a must-have technology for

forward-thinking organizations”.

Sushman Biswas Former Editor, HR Technologist
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Language Intelligence and L&D  

…are both about ‘augmenting’ the 

human!









...new situations & new challenges…

…creating new opportunities for L&D…

…in terms of offering dynamic, self-serve and 
continuous learning…

…while training and personal development 
are increasingly considered as the number 
one job benefit



Polyglot 

LMS? 



Language Intelligence offers L&D 

essential building blocks to 

accompany humans along their 

chosen career paths:



Creating digital 

training content

Improving and personalising the learning 

experience & facilitating skills acquisition

Collecting and 

analysing data 

for feedback 

purposes



Creating digital training content



Creating digital training content

 Automatically index, tag, extract keywords from and categorise existing content

 Facilitate searches and recommend content

 Translate between languages allowing cross-cultural exchanges

 Automatically generate content via NLG

 Summarise long text, chunk content and customise them for specific audiences

 Add multilingual captions and automatically add links to videos 

 Augment training content with multilingual VR (troubleshooting, manuals, 

gamification) 



Improving and personalising the 

learning experience



Improving and personalising the learning 

experience & facilitating skills acquisition

 Offer language-savvy learning styles and individualised learning plans

 Provide accessibility for all learners not only in a language-neutral manner, but 

e.g. by allowing the partially sighted to use their PDA as eyes

 Help improve completion rates and shorten the learning process by allowing 

people to use their mother tongue

 Offer personalised & customised learning, microtraining and mono-training in a 

language-neutral fashion

 Create blended learning environments centred around multilingual chatbots / 

VAs including virtual teaching assistants, virtual mentors / tutors, peer learning 

platforms



Collecting and analysing data for 

feedback purposes



Collecting and analysing data for 

feedback purposes

 Gather insights from a wide range of trainee data to help design your L&D 

strategy and improve the learning experience

 Derive recommendations for personalised learning paths from collected data

 Develop understanding of learner behaviour, leading to predictive capacities

 Offer feedback on learning and presentation performance

 etc.



Take-aways



Take-aways

 Stay on top of the fast changing AI/LI technologies (subscribe to @LTInnovate)

 Identify LI use cases in your organisation / prioritise them 

 Think in terms of the productivity gains (notably by overcoming 

language/communication barriers!) you will make by investing in your people 

(rather than solely in machines!) 

 The quickest way to ensure that technologies correspond to your needs is to 

participate in their development (participate in our Industry WGs)

 Select your technology suppliers carefully. Don’t let them tell you what is in your 
best interest… you know better! (participate in our yearly LTI Summit)



By Armin Hopp, Founder & President - SPEEXX 

https://www.speexx.com/speexx-blog/under-the-hood-ai-at-speexx/
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